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AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF 
CLINICAL PHENOMENN 

C. B. FERSTER 
The American University 

The complementary roles of behavioral and psychodynamic 
theory are described. Behavior theory provided an objective com
municable language and a tool of analysis. Dynamic theory indi
cated the important things to describe. The actual practices of 
therapy are sometimes very different from the theories or the 
language about the therapies. 

Commentators on behavior therapy have suggested that the contri
bution of behavioral and insight or psychodynamic therapies is comple
mentary rather than contradictory (Ferster, 1967a, 1967b; Herson 1970). 
If the techniques of insight therapy modify behavior in useful ways, then 
they can uncover new phenomena for the behavior therapist. An objective 
behavioral description will then make these phenomena communicable 
and replicable. An objective ianguage can contribute to psychodynamic 
therapies because (a) the therapist can be reinforced by small indica
tions of progress if the component details of a long-term therapeutic 
interaction are readily observable; (b) experienced therapists can train 
others if they can accurately describe what they do; (c) observations 
of the relevant component behaviors will lead to new discoveries. 

The Behavior of Certain Therapists Is Ditferentially Reinforced by the 
Changes that Oeeur in Their Patients 

It is important to distinguish among several styles of clinical work 
to discover those therapies which are most likely to develop phenomena 
which are profitable to analyze behaviorally. Conventional clinicians, 
like behavior therapists, probably differ in how much their activity is 
planned ahead of time. For some, therapy is a prearranged protocol ad
ministered tO the patient, as in a prescription; for others it is a product 
of the moment-to-moment interaction between them. It is the proverbial 
middle ground that will be the most useful. Past experience, the trans
mitted experience of others, and theory provide a structure that gives 
therapy so me direction, while the experiential quality and the primary 
focus on the behavior of the individual patient constantly adapts and 

1 This article was presented at the First SYJnposium on Behavior Modification, at the University of 
Veracruz, Xalapa, Mexico. I wh.h to thank John L. Camelan, Nancy Adams, and F.S. Keller for 
making helpfuI suggestions when they read an earlier draft of this paper. Reprints can be obtained 
from C. B. Ferster, Department of Psychology, The American University, Washington, D.C. 20016. 
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bends the theory and the past experience on which treatment is based. 
The theory suggests what to look for, but when it ceases to be useful, 
the experienced therapist shifts to his observations of the patient's be
havior and his own experience. 

The changes in the patient's behavior may reinforce a therapist's 
behavior even though the procedures he is using are intuitive. It is this 
experiential side of therapy, derived from the point-to-point interaction 
between patient and therapist, that leads some clinicians to describe 
therapy as a scientiRc experiment. The outcome is not known in ad
vance- each activity is determined by the results of the previous one, 
and the patient teaches the therapist what is effective. The successive 
approximation of the therapist's behavior by changes in behavior of the 
patient has potential for behavioral analysis because many of these 
phenomena and procedures do not appear to be discoverable in any 
other way. No matter how the phenomena and methods are discovered 
in the Rrst instance, however, they can become objective and communi
cable. If the component performances and the environmental details 
''''hich controI them are observed, insight therapy may become behav
ioral even if it is not behavior therapy. 

It Is More Profitable to Analyze Clinical Practice Than Clinical Theory 

It is more proRtable to concentrate on those parts of clinical theory 
and practice which suggest the underlying behavioral phenomena rather 
than to explain some theory in behavioral terms. The clinical terms and 
concepts useful in uncovering new behavior are those which give evi
dence of the actual conduct which prompts the therapist to use the 
terms. Terms like transference; mutative interpretation; strong, negative, 
Or warm feelings; sense of identity; and feeling of abandonment are 
useful if they uncover the behavior that the clinician reacts to when 
he uses them. The heuristic value of the terms or the merits of the 
theory they represent has little relevance to a behavioral analysis. By 
paying attention to the behavioral observations rather than the theory, 
a behavioral analysis may discover kinds of conduct that are useful tar
gets for behavior modiRcation procedures. The venture proposed is 
different from the translation of clinical terms into behavioral ones, as, 
for example, the pioneering work of Miller and Dollard (1950). Rather, 
the clinical terms will provide an occasion to inquire about the actnaI 
behavior that prompted use of the clinicaI term. 

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF DESENSITIZATION THERAPY 

The dichotomy between the behavioral and insight therapeutic prac
tices be comes less distinct when a behavioral analysis is made of the 
actual interaction. Despite the prescription of a scientiRcally based treat
ment plan in desensitization therapy, there are still questions about 
whether the stated procedures are actually the on es producing the Rnal 
result. An analysis of desensitization therapy offers one such example. 
Although the results of desensitization therapy are often asscribed to 
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the extinction of conditioned aversive stimuli, other behavioral processes 
could equally contribute to the result. 

The patient's complaint (hence the reason for therapy) is usually 
nonverbal. There is difficulty with such behavior as going into buses, 
riding in elevators, handling snakes, engaging in sexual behavior, 
or riding a bicycle. Yet the therapeutic procedures deal almost exclu
sively with speech about these outside activities. Most often, the out
come of therapy is measured by the frequency of such verbal behaviors. 

Increasing the Frequency of Verbal Performance by Weakening Incom
patible Behavior 

One outcome of desensitization therapy is an increased frequency 
of talking about phobic activity, because of the patient's experience with 
the desensitization hierarchies. The desensitization procedure and its re
sult is obviously parallel to those of psychoanalysis, where the patient is 
led to talk about diffieult matters paced with the ability to tolerate the dis
comfort generated. This increase in frequeney of talking about the 
phobic behavior has signiScance beyond the partieular performance 
because the mechanism by which the behavior was suppressed involves 
more than the aversiveness of the phobie behavior substraeting alge
braically from its frequency (Azrin & Holz, 1966). The complication 
occurs because an aversive stimulus increases the frequency of whatever 
performance terminates it. Therefore, as soon as there is any tendency 
to talk about the phobie aetivity, the aversiveness generated will nega
tively reinforee2 some other performance, most likely one that is in
compatible with it. So the frequency of talking about the phobic be
havior is reduced because the patient talks (or thinks) about something 
else which preempts the plaee of the anxiety produeing language. The 
effect of this suppression is therefore not limited to the seleeted class of 
phobic behavior (Skinner 1937, Dinsmoor 1954). The incompatible be
haviors are emitted performances, not available to the patient as apart 
of his normal useful repertoire, which take the plaee of other verbal 
activity in which the patient might otherwise engage. Since the ability 
to talk is, in general, a necessary part of a functioning person' s repertoire, 
any increased capaeity that could result from desensitization therapy 
would be of obvious therapeutic beneSt. 

Direct Reinforcement of Verbal Performances by the Therapist 

The desensitization procedures also may teach the patient how to 
observe his own anxiousness. He is taught to relax sufficientlv so that gross 
motor tensions do not mask the signs of incipient anxiousness. The 
patient constructs and practices exercises, with graded hierarchies of 
statements or thoughts, which progressively provoke discomfort. These 

2 Same readers may be misled by conßicting usages of the tenn negative reinforcement. The term 
is used here to define a performance which occurs because it terminates or avoids an aversive 
stimulus. The word negative is intended to have the connotation of "absence of." Same writers 
have used negative reinforcement as synonymous with punishment. 
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activities exemplify the same basic behavioral process as the formal 
discrimination procedures of the experimental laboratory. The patient's 
performance may be raising his hand 01' saying "I am anxious," and the 
discriminative stimulus it comes under the control of is the state of his 
anxiousness. The reinforcer is generalized. The size of the steps in the 
hierarchy which the patient constructs and practices depends on his 
ability to distinguish small changes in comfort. Most of the events the 
patient leams to talk about are private.3 Therefore the therapist requires 
indirect evidence of the stimuli that prompt the patient's performance. 
Otherwise, he has no way of knowing how accurately the patient is ob
serving his behavior. These collateral observations of the patient prob
ably require considerable clinical skill and experience and constitute one 
of the "unwritten" aspects of behavior therapy. 

The Transfer from the Therapist's Office to the Daily Events of the 
Patient's Life 

The behavior changes which have been described so far, as logical 
products of desensitization procedures, were mainly verbal. Suppressed 
verbal behavior is freed; the patient is no Ion ger burdened by an exten
sive repertoire whose only purpose is to suppress other behavior; verbal 
performances are developed under the discriminative control of private 
events. Although the new verbal behaviors which may emerge from 
therapy are related to the phobie behavior which brought the patient 
to treatment, they are by no means identical to it. One of the most press
ing questions ab out therapy is how procedures in an office 01' other 
limited space can have a wide effect on the patient's behavior elsewhere. 
Behaviorally, phobias deal with the frequency of walking, climbing 
stairs, operating elevators, 01' standing at bus stops. A functional analysis 
of how desensitization works requires discovery of a behavioral bridge 
between talking to a therapist in an office and a change in the frequency 
of activities elsewhere. 

The discomfort that brings the patient to therapy comes predomi
nantly from nonverbal operant behaviors. In other words, he stays horne 
instead of going to work, 01' he doesn't speak to people when he sees 
them. This suggests that the over-all desirability and effectiveness of 
the patient's operant repertoire is a more important dimension of his 
problem than specific phobias 01' fears. A strong positively reinforced 
operant repertoire is likely to include behaviors which can terminate 
aversive stimuli, rather than be disrupted by them. Conversely, it is 
hard to imagine how desensitization of a particular class of performances 
could be of much practical lJenefit in a repertoire whose over-all fre
quency is low for instance, because it does not distinguish important 
characteristics of the reinforcing environments which are potentially 
available. Even though the preceding analysis suggests limitations on 

, The term private event follows Skinner's (1957) usage. It refers to events to which only one 
person has direct access because they are within the skin. Usually there are public accompani
mf'nts which allow the community tn reinfoTC'e discriminatively even thOl1~h only one person has 
direct access to the event. 
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what may be expeeted from desensitization procedures, praetically there 
may be many situations where these procedures alone may have general 
therapeutic beneBt. There is one extreme where the over-all repertoire 
is extremely limited and the other extreme where the phobia is of trivial 
importance in the context of the patient's total repertoire. Thus be
haviorally and clinically, a phobia is not so much one kind of behavior 
as it is a change in a substantial part of the person's total repertoire. The 
patient's ability to reaet sensitively and differentially to his own behavior 
could provide one important bridge to his natural environment. The 
person who can react differently and speciBcally to that part of his 
natural environment that is upsetting hirn is a step away from acting 
on it to free hirnself from the disruption. To put the matter behaviorally, 
an aversive stimulus may disrupt an entire repertoire, or it can increase 
the frequency (by negative reinforcement) of some performance that 
terminates it. In the classical animal experiment, the passive reaction 
has the same characteristics as the buzzer preceding the electric shock, 
wh ich disrupts the animal's food-reinforced behavior. The person who 
prevents the disruption of his repertoire has the characteristics of an 
animal who terminates the buzzer by emitting a performance negatively 
reinforced by terminating the conditioned aversive stimulus. A passive 
person who reaets diffusely and helplessly to the unfavorable aspects of 
his social world is the clinical parallel to the laboratory disruption of the 
ongoing operant repertoire by an aversive stimulus. It does not appear 
possible to speIl out all thc steps by which a person moves from a 
repertoire which accurately observes the elements in the environment 
influencing his behavior to the achievement of performances operating 
on the environment. Nevertheless, it secms possible that a discriminative 
repertoire (accurate perception of the functional environment) is a ne
cessary prerequisite for effective action. Without differential control by 
aversive elements of the environment (noticing elements of the envir
onment), there could only be a diffuse emotional reaetion or withdrawal 
from the entire situation. The delicate interaetion with the total en
vironment, avoiding and escaping aversive elements, while at the same 
time acting on positive elements would obviously require a large dis
criminative repertoire. 

Discriminative control by the environment is of course predomin
antly verbal in human behavior. It is also arguable that much of the 
differential control by the environment can occur only verbaIly, parti
cularly where the properties of the environment on which reinforce
ment depends are thcmselves verbal. 

It is useful to distinguish between two parts of the patient's en
vironment which control his verbal descriptions: (a ) the repertoire 
within the patient's skin; (b) his verbal descriptions of the environ
mental faetors that are producing the internal, mostly private, reaction. 
The latter, requiring a funetional analysis of the performance as it is 
controlled by particular elements of the environment (usually external), 
is obviously a necessary condition for a person to live successfully. Yet 
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the ability to notice changes in one's own internal state appears to be 
an important, perhaps necessary, start toward observing such a fune
tional relation. The distinction between noticing one's own behavior and 
noticing its functional relation to thc environment is an important one 
in Freudian theory which talks about the "ability to distinguish self from 
not self" and ascribes to this repertoire the highest importance (Free
man, Cameron, & McGhie, 1956; Searles, 1965). These observing be
haviors-the tacts4 under the control of private events-are natural 
events whose continucd reinforcement does not depend on the arbitrary 
or special circumstances of the therapy situation. 

Such ability to observe and analyze the environment is, of course, a 
goal of most insight therapists. The term psychoanalysis, for example, 
more aptly describes the patient's ability to analyze his own conduct 
than the therapist's observation of the patient. From the point of view 
of a behavioral analysis of insight therapies, they would more aptly be 
called "outsight therapies." 

The EfJectiveness 01 Token Procedures May Be an Indirect Result 01 the 
Pl'ocedttre 

Token procedures in schoolroom environments offer another ex
ample, similar to the analysis of desensitization therapy, of how a state
ment of clinical procedure may not account for all the reasons for its 
effectiveness. Even though many classroom token procedures appear 
practical and effective, it does not follow that over-all changes in the 
behavior of students come only from the specific behaviors that the 
teacher intends to reinforce with tokens. In fact, if control of the child's 
behavior by tokens and food is taken literally, it would suggest that he 
would stop reading when tokens are discontinued. Obviously, other re
inforcers operate in an environment in which tokens are apart. Possibly 
one reason for the effectiveness of token procedures is the way that they 
make the child's behavior more visible to the teacher as weIl as to the 
child hirnself. As a result, they provide con,litioned reinforcers for 
both repertoires. A teacher who can give a token selectively to pro
duce specific increments in a child's behavior is also becoming more 
observant and hence more reactive to other aspects of the child's reper
toire. Under these conditions, not only will she give tokens, but she will 
also attend to the child selectively and differentially, prompt other 
behaviors related to the target of the token procedures, and react to 
components of lang-range pro grams making detailed and intimate con
tact with individual aspects of a child's behavior. Because she can ob
serve significant and personal details of the repertoire of individual 

4 A special tenn, following Skinner (1957), to describe a verbal performance which is controlled 
by the stimulus present when it is reinfoTced. Control by the stimulus, rather than by the rein
forcer gives the tact its objectivity, its usefulness for c01nnlun~cation, and its common usage by 
different members of the community under a widc range of circumstances. In colloquial terms a 
tact describes some event. In the present ease the event that the taet "describesu is within the 
person's skin, hence private. It is useful to talk about the taet as a verbal performance eontrolled 
by some stimnlus ratber than Hdescribing" it becanse the former usage points to the exact pro
cedures for establishing the behavior. wh~le the latter nsnge is mentnli .. tic. 1t is for this reason 
that the phrase Ha performance under the control of stimulus" appears frequently in this paper in 
place of Hawareness of the stimulus H or Hability to notice the stimulus:~ 
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children, her interaction with each will make contact with the per
formances and reinforcers currently in high frequency in that child's 
repertoire. The alternative is to command performances for which there 
is no current reinforcer-a situation likely to induce the teacher to use 
aversive contro!. 

On the child's part, the token amplifies the product of his conduct 
(the natural reinforcer that maintains his study activity) so that he can 
observe his own progress and competence. Effective study procedures 
as commonly applied by independent, aggressive students illustrate how 
conditioned reinforcers are genera ted by organizing a study unit in parts 
so that completion of one part pro duces conditions for the next. When 
a student first makes an outline of his study unit, the completion of each 
sub-unit is apart of a chain leading to the completion of the entire unit. 
When a student looks away from the page and "says what he just read," 
his own speech provides a reinforcer for the preceding study behavior. 
Token procedures may, in a similar way to study behaviors, make the 
grain of the interaction with the study material finer. The child's in
creased ability to see his own progress and hence be reinforced by it 
is as much a product of a new classroom structure as it is a result of 
direct reinforcement of behavior by the token itself. The teacher who 
individualized instruction in her classroom soon creates a totally new en
vironment in which her role shifts to an advisory, programming, and 
reactive role in which she designs tasks clearly within the child's compe
tence and builds a total classroom environment which reacts to these 
changes after they occur. These secondary effects are of much more edu
cational benefit than performances directly reinforced by the tokens be
cause they create a repertoire in which the child becomes independent 
of the teaching procedures. 

THE PROCEDURES ON INSIGHT THERAPY 
The actual behavioral processes underlying the procedures and 

practices of insight therapy are no more obvious than those underlying 
desensitization therapy. Even though insight therapists frequently use 
mentalistic language, such as talking about the patient's feelings and 
rejecting the patient's emitted behavior as a surface manifestation of 
an inner problem, it is usually possible to know many of the behavioral 
circumstances prompting clinical descriptions. Mentalistic terms, i.e., 
feelings and emotional tone which put the locus of action inside the 
patient, appear to be designed to resolve the discrepancy raised when 
very different overt forms of behavior have the same function and similar 
forms of behavior have different functions. In other cases, his state of 
feelings is invoked to describe the frequency or strength of the behavior
strong feelings are generally equivalent to a high frequency of behavior. 
The clinical use of the term feelings, is an extension of ordinary speech, 
as for example, "I feel very strongly that . . ." "He doesn't express his 
feelings" usually describes a repertoire where certain behaviors are not 
being emitted despite collateral evidence that would lead an observer to 
expect a higher frequency. An interpretation of patient's feelings, such 
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as "You seem to feel angry," is usually a functional analysis which sum
marizes very different forms of behavior by indicating that they are 
controlled by a single variable-the aversive effect they have on some
one's behavior. The performances range from a funny story at some
one's expense, a high frequency of reporting unfavorable events, facial 
expressions, or mispronouncing a name to direct criticism. These are 
angry feelings clinically; behaviorally they are a potentially high fre
quency of performances which present aversive stimuli to others; or 
they are generated by an unfavorable event, such as an insult, a loss 
of property, or a withdrawal of attention or affection. The single vari
able responsible for the diverse forms of activities is generally placed 
inside the patient in the form of "angry feelings." The performances 
that lead the clinician to infer a common controlling variable are mostly 
directly observable in the immediate therapeutic situation, hence po
tentially as available to the patient as to the therapist. 

Insight Therapies Emphasize the Development ot SeIt-observation 

Much of insight therapy appears to be directed toward the de
velopment of self-observation. Functionally, the therapist's verbal re
activity reinforces behavior which describes (is under the discriminative 
control of) other verbal behavior. When a patient says, "I wanted to 
stay longer, but lIeft anyway," the therapist is likely to reply, "Tell 
me more ab out it." The persistent reinforcement of behavior which 
describes behavior is designed to generate a repertoire of self-observa
tion or awareness, including a description of the functional significance 
of the patient's behavior. The import an ce of self-awareness and self
observation is at the heart of psychodynamic theory. Primary narcissism, 
for example, represents the minimal amount of self-observation and 
awareness. Normal growth and development consists of an increased 
control of the child's behavior by the characteristics of the environment 
reinforcing it. Behaviorally, primary narcissism refers to a repertoire of 
the emitted operant behavior without any accommodation to the char
acteristics of the environment that can potentially support it. The failure 
to observe and accommodate to the characteri~tics of the external envir
onment is a deficiency in repertoire that will obviously prevent both 
the avoidance of aversive elements and the development of an effective 
inter action with the full complexity of the normal environment. 

Behaviorally, a person learns to observe when a performance comes 
under the control of a stimulus. The shift in language from "perceiving 
or observing a stimulus" to a "performance under the control of a stimu
lus" allows a behavioral rather than a mentalistic description. A descrip
ti on of the control of a performance by a stimulus has an advantage over 
an introspective account because it reveals the actual behaviors that the 
patient and therapist are reacting to and their functional relation to the 
objective features of the environment. It emphasizes a description of 
how the patient acts on his environment and how these performances are 
reinforced or not reinforced, depending on the circumstances. 
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The Kinds of Self-observation That Are DitJicult 

It is difficult to teach a patient to observe his own behavior be
cause so much of it is private or of such a small public magnitude that 
it is essentially covert. Three kinds of events that need to be observed 
are: (a) the person' s physiological and somatic state, (b) the strength 
of latent behavior in the repertoire, and (c) the functional relation 
between the performance and the element of the environment that con
trols it. Clinical descriptions do not always differentiate between these 
different kinds of events. When a patient says he is angry, the discrimina
tive stimulus controlling this verbal performance may be physiological; 
or the disruptive effect of physiological changes on the ongoing re
pertoire; or it could be an increased frequency of aggressive behaviors. 
Often the patient can describe the internal physiological state but lacks 
verbal behavior about the events in the outside environment that gener
ate it. Other patients may be able to describe neither extern al events nor 
changes elicited within their skin. Others, able to describe an increased 
frequency of actual or latent operant behavior, are unable to describe it 
functionally in relation to the environment cotnrolling it. 

Skinner' s (1953, 1957) discussion of verbal behavior under the 
discriminative control of private events applies directly to the problem 
of defects of self-awareness. The development of these behaviors in 
therapy appears to be almost the same as in normal growth and de
velopment. The child learns to describe his physiological state, his inci
pient or latent behavior, and the functional significance of bis behavior 
in response to questions such as: "How do you feel?," "Where are you 
going?," or "Why did you do it?" 

Probably the most significant and difficult event to leam to observe 
is the functional relation between one's own behavior and the element 
of the environment that controls it. In general, a factual account of what 
happened is not nearly as useful as the relation between the events and 
the part of the environment that controls them. When a child who hears 
that someone is sick says "I hope he won't die," we cannot know whether 
the performance should be classified as avoidance or punishment. The 
performance is avoidance of the loss of positive reinforcement if the 
child is apprehensive about the possibility of death. It is punishment 
if it is a performance reinforced by the injury it produces - if he 
is angry at the person. It is particularly difficult to observe the functional 
significance of behavior when the performances are distorted by multiple 
contingencies, as in the preceding example. In addition to the regular 
reinforcer maintaining a performance, certain forms may receive pun
ishment or a special measure of reinforcement. In these cases, very 
strong behavior may be observed only indirectly because only indirect 
forms are emitted. Clinical descriptions summarize apparently different 
but functionally similar events as a statement of the patient's feelings 
or as the emotional tone of the acts. Behaviorally, they are performances 
with different topographies which alter the environment in the same 
way. In both cases the theoretical description serves to differentiate be-
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tween performances which are topographically different but functionally 
similar. When clinicians assert that behavioral descriptions are insuffi
eient, they are speaking of the necessity of a functional analysis. Be
havioral language, however, has the advantage of describing events in 
the outside environment about which consensus is easy rather than an 
interna I state which needs to be inferred indirectly. 

Interpretation 

Interpretation, which is such a prominent feature of most insight 
therapies, is given such importance because many patients are unable 
to observe more than the topography or content of their behavior. 
Traditionally, the "insight" therapist interprets the patient's feelings; 
that is, he teUs the patient the functional analysis he has made of the 
behavior they observe together during therapy. Whatever other signi
ficance interpretations may have in various clinical theories, behavior
ally they are tacts under the control of the patient's behavior. In more 
common language, they are statements which describe the patient's 
verbal behavior. A behavioral account of what happens when a clinician 
makes an interpretation requires an analysis of the verbal interaction 
between therapist and patient as speaker and listener when they main
tain and alter the frequency of each other's behavior. 

Interpretations are difficult technically because the clinician can
not simply tell the patient what his repertoire is and what is controlling 
it. If he did so the resulting verbal behaviors would be intraverbal/' 
like memorizing poetry. Whether the patient learns how to describe his 
own conduct, with some instruction from the therapist, or whether he 
is emitting behavior reinforced by the attention and differential re
activity of the therapist is a subtle distinction of crucial importance from 
a behavioral as weIl as from a clinical point of view. The distinction is 
between the direct reinforcement of verbal behavior by the therapist and 
a verbal performance under the control of a stimulus by differential 
reinforcement. In common language, we ask whether the patient has 
observed an event directly or whether he is saying the kinds of things 
that could have been dicovered by observing the event. The problem 
is doubly difficult because the verbal performances are topographically 
identical in the two cases. Both Kantor (1959) and Skinner (1957) have 
commented extensivelyon the importance of distinguishing between a 
topographie and functional description of verbal behavior. 

The Reinforcement of Observing Behavior 

Verbal behaviors occurring because they are reinforced by the 
therapist are arbitrary, since they are narrowly controlled by him and 
hence potentially unavailable to the patient in the absence of the 
therapist's special purposes. The therapist contributes by providing an 

5 A verbal perfonnance under the contral of a previous verbal performance as in a chain of be
haviors. "Quick as a wink" is an example of an intraverbal sequence of perfonnances. There is 
little point-to-point corre!;pondence betwcen each of the words in the sequence and a correspond. 
ing effect on the listener. 
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opportunity to make the patient's observation more visible, more overt 
and more frequent. In such a ca se, however, the primary control is 
by the events in the patient' s life rather than the reaction of the thera
pist. Tbe naturally reinforced observations have the advantage that a 
patient can make them in the absence of support by the therapist. The 
distinction is between natural and arbitrary reinforcement of the pa
tient's verbal performances. (Ferster, 1967b) In the arbitrary case, the 
patient's verbal performances are observations in only a limited and 
literal sense. Technically, they are impure tacts6 (according to Skin
ner' s usage of the term) because they are reinforced by the therapist 
rather than by a generalized reinforcer. For example, the therapist may 
react especially to comments about sexual behavior or to some other 
performance which fits into a preconceived treatment plan. In the 
natural ca se, the reinforcer maintaining the verbal observation is re
inforced because it clarifies the environment by providing discriminative 
stimuli for the reinforcement of other behaviors. Tbe role of the thera
pist is that of an audience rather than a reinforcer; he reacts only to 
self-observation, leaving the form and content of the observation to 
depend on the patient's dispositions. Even when the therapist may se
lectively encourage the patient to note those behaviors which give evi
dence of the highest potential frequency, the content of the patient's 
observations will be a product of his unique history of reinforcement 
rather than of selective reinforcement by the therapist. 

Timing 

At the heart of clinical interpretation is its timing. Tbe ability to 
influence a group or an individual by commenting or observing depends 
less on the correctness or importance of the observation than whether it 
can prompt an increase in the frequency of behaviors already prominent 
in the patient's repertoire. In technical language, the effectiveness of 
an interpretation will depend on whether the functional description of 
the patient's behavior is a discriminative stimulus, a tact, under the 
control of events in his own life, or intraverbals reinforced by the thera
pist, such as memorizing the facts. Tbe delicacy of an effectively timed 
interpretation is reminiscent of Goethe's advice that you can only teach 
a student what he already knows. 

From a behavioral analysis standpoint, many successful changes in 
the patient's behavior need to occur before there is substantial reper
toire in a frequency high enough to be prompted by an interpretation. 
In fact, psychotherapy may be thought of as aseries of procedures to 
develop new repertoires which cumulate in successful interpretations. 
As aminimum, the patient needs to emit enough verbal behavior to 
enable it to be differentially reinforced. 

The patient's lifelong habitual patterns of action can be observed 

I An impure taet is a verbal perfonnance whose contral is shared by the stimulus prompting it 
and a reinforcer relevant to the speaker's current level of deprivation. If the tact were pure, its 
form would be controlled solely by the stimulus to the exclusion of any reinforcers relevant to 
the speaker's current state of deprivations. Scienti/lc descriptions represent the ideal of a pure tact. 
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and analyzed in the immediate therapy situation because the thera
pist's neutral position provides a setting in which the patient's charac
teristic manner of action can be enacted. This, of course, is the be
havior that is clinically called transference. 

Performances reinforced directly by the reactivity of the therapist 
are still another source of behavior for observation and analysis in the 
therapy environment. The therapy situation is a stable interaction in 
which two people reinforce, shape and sustain each other's behavior. 
The gross behavioral events in the immediate therapeutic situation there
fore provide an opportunity for interpretation and description because 
they are an approximation of the kinds of observations which can be 
made elsewhere. The immediacy of the therapeutic situation is some
times lost by those who emphasize the outside events the patient is talk
ing about. Of equal clinical significance is the actual behavior of telling 
the events to the therapist. The patient's speech "to the therapist" has 
two simultaneous functions. First, it is a tact, usually quite distorted 
and impure, under the control of the childhood event (or any other past 
event the patient is talking about); perhaps it is even some intra verbal 
residue of the past event. More important, however, it is a performance 
whose form has been shaped by speakers whom the patient has in
fluenced in the past. If the latent reactivity of the therapist is similar 
to those individuals who have maintained the patient's behavior in the 
past, the verbal episode will be successful and stable. To the extent 
that the therapist does not react in the same way as the patient's past 
listeners have, there is an opportunity, first, for differential rein force
ment, and second, for observation of the discrepancy between the 
patient's behavior and reinforcement by the therapist. 

The significance of the therapist's reinforcement of the patient's 
speech is in the functional relation between the two repertoires rather 
than the specific content of what the patient is saying. When a patient 
is telling a therapist, for example, about his childhood, the effect that 
is generated in the therapist, as a listener, is a more important char
acteristic of his verbal behavior than the event which it describes. The 
reinforcer in such a verbal episode is a subtle one, at the heart of the 
definition of verbal reinforcement. 7 Tbe delicate interaction between 
two people that occurs when someone tries to explain something illus
trates the process. There is give and take as the speakers and listenprs 
play on each other until the listen er says he understands and the speaker 
i5 no longer inclined to explain because the listener can now say what 
he was trying to explain. Functionally, the patient's speech is primarily 
a performance reinforced by "making the therapist understand" and 
only secondarily a performance describing the patient's past life. Tbe 
advantage of such a functional relation between therapist and patient, 
listener and speaker, is that the interaction reinforces (hence increases 
the frequency) of explanations and observation of the patient's life. The 
therapist's ability to make a functional analysis of the emitted be-

7 For an elaboration of the definition of verbal reinforcement see Skinner, 1957, pp. 224-225. 
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havior he is observing in the immediate situation and his interest in 
the patient's observations gives a unique advantage to his verbal re
activity. 

A Successful Interpretation 

One criterion of success of an interpretation is whether it prompts 
a verbal performance in the patient's repertoire under the discrimina
tive control of his own behavior, which has the same essential elements 
that are prompted in the repertoire of the therapist when he is ob
serving the same events.· In colloquial language, does the patient ob
serve the same thing as the therapist? The observations remain the 
patient's but the particular dimension which exerts special control may 
be a product of the therapist's rephrasing, suggestion, or question 
(prompt). The ultimate validation of an interpretation is, of course, 
a behavioral change beyond the immediate conversation. 

Group therapy provides useful examples of interpretation because 
the group's task is to analyze its immediate behavior-the interactions 
between the members and between the members and leaders. A com
mon occurrence in therapy groups is a long and uncomfortable silence 
which occurs because the performance which has the highest potential 
frequency for some reason cannot occur. The therapist, for example, ob
serves a slow and depressed conversation from which he draws the con
clusion that the group as a whole is sad because the sessions are going 
to end in two weeks. He judges that the behaviors he has obselved, 
as weIl as their covert counterparts, are visible enough to the group 
members that he can attempt to prompt observations of them. When 
he comments that everyone seems sad and wonders whether the im
pending end of the meetings was the reason, the conversation increases 
in frequency. Someone remarks that he will miss the group meetings, 
another says how much benefit there was, and another indicates some 
remaining items of business with which there is still time to deal. Some
times the therapist's interpretation will be prompted by remarks about 
difficult personallosses and separations which members of the group 
have encountered in their past lives. In that event, the interpretation 
may be a comment linking past losses experienced by the patient with 
the threat of loss currently experienced in the therapy group. The force 
of this interpretation in this case is to prompt (increase the frequency) 
two related performances simultaneously so that the patient can ob
serve them together. The final observation (by the patient) is one per
formance controlled by the two events. 

Circumstances surrounding a group's evasion of its task are often 
interpreted. An anxiety-provoking event may often lead a group to 
"chit chat," an atmosphere suggestive of a cocktail party. For example, 
a member of the group who had been roundly criticized the previous 
time fails to appear. If the therapists indeed have evidence thilt the light 
conversation is avoidance behavior negatively reinforced because it is 
prepotent over discussions of the missing member and the worry about 
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the extent of their responsibility for his absence, he might describe the 
group's current behavior and ask whether it is being produced by con
cern over the missing group member. A comment to this effect may 
suddenly change the atmosphere to a gloomy depressed silence from 
which a discussion slowly emerges ab out whether someone's unkind 
treatment was responsible for thc missing member's absence. When the 
circumstances surrounding the absence are sufficiently dear, the con
versation shifts to a new topic without interference by high frequency 
behavior which cannot be emitted. A therapist may speak only several 
times an hour, but if the re marks are successful interpretations, they 
produce dramatic alterations in the frequency and content of the 
group's behavior. 

If the interpretation and its timing is correct, the frequency of ob
serving the troublesome event (controlling the behavior that could not 
be emitted ) increases. The overt occurrence of verbal performances, 
under the specific control of the disruptive aversive event, darifies the 
control of their behavior for the group. The unanalyzed environment 
disrupts the group's behavior because the aversive situation generates 
behavior which has a latent, potential frequency higher than any avail
able behavior but which cannot be emitted. The prepotency of the un
emitted performances prevents any other activity. \Vhen these high 
frequency latent behaviors can be emitted and hence act on the en
vironment to reduce the guilt over the absent member (technically 
avoidance performances), the group can turn to other matters. When 
the members of the group can observe how the impending dissolution 
of the group or the circumstances surrounding the group member's ab
sence influenced them, specific behaviors under the control of the aver
sive elements, by negative reinforcement, can reduce the aversiveness 
that had been so disruptive. The distinction is the same as that between 
the disruptive effect of a preaversive stimulus and the negatively rein
forced operant generated by its removal or diminution. 

Transference 
No account of insight therapy would be complete without a dis

cussion of transference, since so many of the patient's behaviors with 
which the therapist interacts come from styles of conduct that have 
been recurrent and characteristic during the patient's lifetime. The be
havior inappropriate to his environment which brought the patient to 
therapy is also likely to be inappropriate for his interaction with the 
therapist. These are performances which do not effectively alter the 
patient's environment in ways which are useful to hirn or wh ich pro
duce a harmful result. The performances can be characterized by the 
fact that they are inappropriate to the variable which generate them. 
For example, the patient reacts as if an acquaintance is bullying hirn 
when, in fact, the acquaintance is very positive. Another patient gets 
angry because his friend does not anticipate one of his wishes. It would 
be as if the food-deprived rat, in an environment in which pressing the 
lever produces a food pellet, should emit a high and persistent fre-
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quency of staring at the lever from the distant corner of the cage. In 
all of these cases, the variable generating the behavior remains un
affected even after the performance oecurs. In psychodynamic terms, 
there has been no release in tension. 

Since most of the behaviors for which therapy is required con
cern performances reinforced socially, that is by their influence on an
other person, the personal reactivity of the therapist can provide a 
model of the patient's social environment. The patient can deal with 
the therapist as appropriately or as inappropriately as he does with other 
significant people he deals with. The neutrality of thc therapist is vitally 
important if the patient is to be in a position to observe mismatehes 
between his conduct and the therapist's potential reaetivity. While the 
therapist's neutrality does not exclude reinforeement of the patient's 
behavior, the behaviors that are reinforeed are the observation of 
what is occurring rather than conforming to the demand8 the patient 
plaees on the therapist. Group therapy is a useful plaee to observe trans
ference behaviors because the therapeutic procedure emphasl,e, thc 
current behavior of the group members as they deal with each other 
and with the therapist. Groups consistently begin by looking to the 
therapist to tell them wh at to do, to provide a eure for their difficulties, 
and to explain what is wrong. Instead, the therapist observes carefully, 
describes to the group members what is happening, and interacts se
lectively to their eurrent behavior. 

In the group's early stages, the members tend to sit passively and 
wait for the leader to tell them what to do. The classical response to 
this opening circumstance is for the group leader to ask whether every
one is sitting in silen ce because they are expecting the therapist to 
take the lead and proceed with some kind of therapeutic procedures to 
which the group will react passively. This inevitably leads to a discus
sion of what the group members expect from their group inter action (and 
the therapist ). Questions directed to the therapist tend to be deflected 
with comments which shift the group's attention back to analyzing the 
circumstances whieh led the group or the group membcrs to ask direct 
advice. Sometimes the therapist's comment will be an observation of 
some of the immediate cireumstances surrounding the remark. Other 
times his ans wer may be evasive and non responsive, such as "I think 
the reason for your needing assurance from me about this matter is 
probably more important than the particular answer I could give you 
or the assurances I could give." Such aremark is functionally equivalent 
to the differential reinforcement of other behavior because it specifies 
a class of behavior (direct demands on the therapist ) which will not be 
reinforced. Almost any other kind of behavior can be reinforced in some 
way. Members of a therapy group commonly become angry at the thera
pist during the first group meeting. The therapist, of course, resists 
pressure for a prescriptive cure, or a "laying on of hands" simply by not 
C'omplying. Instead, observations of the group members' evasion of the 

• Technically, a mand (Skinner 1957, Chapter 3). 
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task of self-analysis is described and interpreted: "You wish we could pre
scribe a cure that will solve your problems," for example. In the mean
time, in the course of searching about for a way to get the therapist to 
"produce a cure," the members of the group join forces, manipulate 
each other, otherwise reinforce each other's behavior to evade difficult 
work, to find comfort or to pressure the therapist. All of this the thera
pist continues to describe. Thus as a by-product of the therapist's neu
trality the intergroup performance (usually called the group process) 
increases in frequency, is interpreted by the therapist, and is reinforced 
by the group members. Concurrently performances whose possible rein
forcement comes from the demand they pI ace on the therapist decrease in 
frequency. The term transference appears to derive from the history of 
reinforcement originally responsible for the performance. The thera
pist's neutrality guarantees that there is no current reinforcer for such 
behavior. When the primitive demands for a eure by the therapist de
crease in frequency enough that the group members interact with each 
other and observe and interpret their interaction, one of the substantial 
goals of the therapy has been achieved. 
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